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youll notice that the tool now has a color swatch on the left. fill it with the
same color that you want to use for the two ui elements, select the paint
bucket tool, and click on the top left corner of the transparent ui areas to

replace the background color. this wouldnt work if youre in blender. in
blender, your graphics may look like this: instead of zooming into the

scene, youll just change the font color in the materials panel. when youre
done customizing, hit the c key to close the file. hit the n key to change the
file to opencolors, and then save it. hit the x button to close the materials

panel, and hit the x key again to close the status bar. hit the i key to toggle
on the lighting panel in the viewport window, as shown below. in this

chapter we will be using illustrator, photoimpact and sketchup. we will be
showcasing them and their tools on each respective page, to illustrate the
unique and powerful characteristics of each software. we hope you enjoy

this sketchup tutorial and find it useful for your work! one of the best
things in paint, aside from many other features (some of them explained

below), is its toolset. the drawing tools are too basic and the tools of other
microsoft apps are too intimidating (i guess all the algorithms and math

are needed for such big graphics applications). with the paint bucket tool
you can create shapes, draw fills, strokes, colors, gradients and patterns.
more than that, you can change the look of each one of them. you have a

wide palette of options that make your drawing stand out in an infinite
number of ways.
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this tutorial assumes youre working in opencolors. if youre working in
blender, your camera modes dont reflect the the colors. so if youre

working in blender, your colors will end up looking like the following figure
below. lets face it: its extremely unlikely that youll be using the advanced
camera modes if youre a 3d artist. so if youre in opencolors, use the lights
and shadows panel to control your lights. if youre in blender, just use the

red and green icons to turn your lights on or off. if thats still too
inconvenient, change the files default-settings in the scenes window. also
remember that if you hide the materials panel in the material window, the
colors change as well. to hide the material panel, go to the panel tab and

select the icon on the right with the white square. hit the x button to
remove the panel. lets look at how the color works in a more practical

example: if youre a web designer, youre probably familiar with at least one
version of photoshop that has very transparent background areas on a lot
of elements in the ui. you might have a dark grey text area with a blue or

light green background area. when youre customizing these files, you
might want to create a new texture, and select the same color from the

material panel to replace the transparent color areas in the ui. in the
example below, the blue color replaces the background areas on two

separate areas of ui. lets take a look at how that works: but lets first create
a new file. hit the c key and change the layer to the top. in the toolbar, add

an empty, push it to the right, zoom to 80%, select the square tool, and
then drag the tool from the left edge of the screen to the top left corner, as

shown below. 5ec8ef588b
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